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Aba Sondev, captures Muslim girl, 56, 57.
Abdul Aziz (of Shivner), 192, 314.
— Sayyid, 110.
— Siddi, 235.
Abul Fath, killed 90.
Abul Hasan Qutb Shah, 285, meets
Shiva 289, rupture with Sh., 314.
Abyssinians, see Siddis.
Adil Shah, see Muhammad, Ali, and
Sikandar.
Admirals, Shiva’s 259.
Afzal Kh., 36, his treacherous murders
63, war on Shiva, 60-68, legends
70, ballad on 71, evidence criti-
cised 72, his junk 220, son see
Fazl Kh.
Ahiiri battle, 304.
Ahivant captured 178, 183.
Ali Adil Shah II, succeeds 48, dies
192, goes to Bankapur, 223-225.
Ambar, Malik, 16, land tax rates 241.
Anand Rao’s campaigns 196-197, 325.
Annaji Datto, governor of Konkan,
311, ag. Eng. 347, 357.
Arni gained 301.
Ashta Pradhan (8 ministers) 360-362.
Athni looted by Mar, 218, by Dilir
326.
Aurangzib, invades Bijapur 48, first
war with Sh. 49-52, his opinion of
Shiva 54, 153, policy during
Shiva’s captivity 147-149, Sh.’s
letter against jaziya 320-323.

Bahadur-garh = Pedgaon, which see
Bahadur Kh., campn. ag. Shiva, 170,
182-185, 189-190, his camp looted
215, fooled by false peace offer
216, bribed 284.
Baglana, raids 178-180, 216.
Bahol Kh., at Umrani 194, at Nesari
196, battles 197, usurps regency
217, ag. Bednur 226, in Kanara
239-242, dies 233. (another man)
dies 310.
Baji Chandra Rao, see Moré.
Baji Ghorpare, arrests Shahji 36,
massacred 228-229.
Baji Pasalkar, 28, dies 257.
Baji Prabhu, dies 77.
Bangalore, home of Shahji, 21, Jiya
visits 22, defended 38.
Bankapur, 197, 223, looted 239.
Barcelore, see Basrur.
Basrur looted, 232.
Bednur, Nayaks 224, 244, see also
Kanara.
Belsar, Bijapuri base 38.
Belvadi, desain besieged 309.
Berar raids, 178, 190.
Bhadrapa Nayak (of Bednur) 224,
226.
Bhavani temple, 44.
Bhils of Ramnagar, 215.
Bhimgarh, 233.
Bhonsle family, earliest condition 14,
declared as Khatriyas 202.
Bhupalgarh, stormed 319.
Bijapur, Aurang. invades 48, change
of ministers 192, alliance with
Sh. 219 & 310, confusion in 241,
politics 284, seized by Masaud
310, alliance with Golconda 314,
Maratha plot to seize 318, aided
by Sh. 324. Dilir ravages 326.
Bonagir-patam, 297.
Burhanpur, raid 178.
Chakan, 32, Shiva gains 35, Shaista
captures 81.
Chandor range, war in 183.
Chandra Rao, see Moré.
Chauth, origin 354, effect 358.
Chhatra Sal Bundela visits Sh., 180.
Coronation of Sh., 201-214.

Dabhol taken 84, 222, recovered by
Bijapuris 234.
Dadaji Kond-dev, appointed 19, 21,
improves Puna jagir 23, revenue
system 24, controls Mavals 27,
dies 32.
Danda-Rajpuri, 255-257, 264.
Daud Kh. ag. Shiva 115-117, 166, at
Dindori 176, 179, campaign 182,
his son ag. Jaswant 179.
Daulatabad, captured by Shah Jahan
17.
Daulat Kh. (admiral), 259, 267-269,
battles 271-275.
Deiri, siege raised 86.
Desais of Savant-vadi, 227, in Goa 230, 551.
Dharangaon, looted 216, 329, indemnity evaded 348.
Dilir Kh., at Purandar 111-123, visited by Shiva 125, plans to murder Sh. 130, quarrels with Muazzam 160, 168, campaigns against Shiva 184, 198, recalled 199, against Masaud, 315, seduces Shambhuji 317, captures Bhupalgarh 319, invades Bijapur 325.
Dindori battle, 176-177.
Dominion of Sh., extent, 45, 56, 57, 199, 236, 356-357.

English merchants, defend Surat factory 94-100, 171-174, defy Sh. at Karwar 233, neutrality 265, quarrel with Sh. about Khanderi 271, naval battles with Sh. 271-273, Madras correspondence with Sh. 301, their imprisoned Rajapur factors 334-338, Rajapur compensation 338, missions of Ustick 341, of Austen 348, of Nicolls 344, of Oxinden 346, of Narayan Shenvi 344 and 349, Rajapur factors meet Sh. 347, Eng. factory records detailed list 397.

Fath Kh., Adil Shahi 38.
— Nizam Shahi 16.
— Siddi, 256, 257, ousted 261.
Farz Kh. (son of Azfal) 69, 76, joins Jai S. 107, defeated 222, 226.
Firangji Narsala of Chakan, 81.

Gaga Bhatta, 203, hated by Tantriks 212.
Gallivats, 253, tactics 253.
Ghorparc, massacre 229.
Ghurabs, 252, tactics 251.
Goa, Shiva plans to surprise 236, desai refugees in 351.
Golkonda, see Abul Hasan.
Gopinath, see Pantaji Gopinath.
Gyffard, P., 334-335.

Habshi, see Siddi.
Haidarahabad, Sh.'s visit 286.
Halal (Siddi), 76, deserts 189.
Hambir Rao, 196n, cr. c-in-c. 198.
Hansaji Mohite = Hambir Rao.
Hanumant Rao Moré 42.
Hanumanté family in Tanjore, 283-308.

Hubli sacked 230, 238, 312.
Hulgarh 180.
Husain Kh. Miana, 312-318.

Ikhsas Kh. Miana, at Dindori 176, Salhir 185.
Inayet Kh. (of Surat), 93, 99.

Jadav Rao, 15-17, grandson 188.
Jaipur records, value 139.
Jai S. app. to Deccan 103, character 104, war plans ag. Sh. 106-108, Purandar campaign 111-123, invades Bijapur 127, sends Shiva to Agra 134, anxieties re Sh. 154, dies 160.
Jalna sacked 327.
Jamshid (Siddi) offers Bijapur 310.
Janjira, see Siddis.
Jan Muhammad (saint) 327.
Jaswant S. with Shaista 91, besieges Kondana 100, leaves 104, ag. Sh. at Court 143-145, ag. Dilir 160-170, 179.
Jauhar (Siddi) besieges Sh. in Panhala, 76.
Javli described 41, captured 42.
Jawhar captured 186, 188.
Jaziya, Sh.'s letter to protest against, 320-323.
Jedhe, Kanhoji 28, 59, Nagoji 313.
Jija Bai, betrothed 15, forsaken 19, saintly character 31, blesses Shiva 66, at Sh.'s coronation 204, dies 211.
Jinji fort 280, taken 293.
Jiv Mahala, 66, 68.
Junnar fort = Shivner.
Junnar city, raided 50.

Kalian gained 53 and 54, lost 56, regained 166, sacked by Mughals 216.
Kanara described 220, Adil Shahi invasion 224, war in 225-228, 235-239, internal troubles 240, conquests of Sh. 242-244, see Phonda and Karwar.
Karinja looted 178.
Karnatak (Eastern) described 277, internal discord 278, political divisions 280, Shivaji's invasion 293, condition during invasion 294, Sh.'s gains 302, his governors 303, settlement with Vyankoji 305.
Kar Talb Kh., defeated 83.
Kartoji Gujär = Pratap Rao.
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Karwar, 232, 234, burnt 245.
Kavji (general) 58.
Kay Savant, dies 257.
Khandari island, Sh. seizes 271, battles for 271-273.
Khandesh, raid 178, 190, 329.
Khandoji Khopde, (helps Afzal) 59, 69.
Khan-i-Zaman (of Berar) 179.
Khan Muhammad, wazir, murdered 58, how 64.
Khawas Kh. I., 17.
—II., 58, 192, at Kudal 227-229, deposited 217, 280, fight 227, murdered 284.
Kheloji Bhonsle killed by Mughals 32.
Khizir Kh., 197, 243, murdered 284.
Kolhapur, 216, 218.
Koli country, occupied 186, 219.
Kondaji Farzand, captures Panhala 193.
Kondana, taken 35, restored 58, retaken 165 (Singhgarh).
Konkan, first invasion 54, war in 82, portion claimed by Sh. 124.
Kopal, 312-313.
Krishnaji Bhaskar, 65.
Kudal desai 227-230, 352.
Kunbi caste 12.

Lakham Savant, ag. Sh. 227-230, refugee in Goa 352.
Lakhji Jadav, 15, murdered 17.
Ludi Kh, 166.

Madanna (wazir) 219, Hindu policy 281, pro-Shiva 285.
Madura Nayak, 279-281, fleeced 298.
Mahabat Kh. ag. Sh. 182-184, leaves Deccan 185.
Mahadev hill, see Shambhu Mahadev.
Maharashtra, extent 1, described 109, rainfall 2, crops 3, isolation of villages 3, hill forts 5, saints 8, fairs 9, see Maratha.
Mahuli, taken 55, retaken 167.
Malky Ambar, see Ambar.
Maloji Bhonsle, career 15, benefactions 16.
Mangalbira, Mughals take 324.
Manohar-das Gaur, (Mahuli) 166-167.
Maratha, caste 12, Maratha Government: its effect 369 and 375, causes of Maratha failure 374-383, Marathi language 1, 10-11, literature 10, isolated lives 5, take to soldiering 4, character 5-15, defects 13.

Maratha navy, see Navy.
Marathi records, criticised 391, list of 395.
Martin (Francois) to Shivaji 306.
Masaud (Siddi) ag. Sh. 235, regent 310, his difficulties 315, appeals to Shiva 315, 324.
Master (Streynsham), defends Surat 171.
Maval country, 26, society 27, subdued 27.
Mävlé people and Sh. 27, 290.
Mello de, Portuguese agents of Jai S., 106.
Mianas, 176, 312-313.
Minaji Bhonsle, 49.
Ministers of Shiva, 22, 34, 57, 360-362.
Minstrels, gondhali, 10.
Mira Dongar 86.
Misri (Siddi), joins Sh. 269.
Moré family, 41, members killed 43, Baji C. R. Moré 43 and 46, join Jai S. 107, 47.
Moro Tandev Honap, 23.
Moro Trimbak Pinglé, 57, 68, in Baglana 179, 185, threatens Surat 175 and 187, 188, 219, left as regent 311.
Muazzam (Shah Alam) in Deccan 92, idler 100, quarrels with Dilir 160-170, makes peace with Sh. 162, suspected by Aurangzib, 168, 176.
Mudhol massacre, 229.
Muhakam S., captive 185.
Muhammad Adil Shah, illness 54, dies 48.
—Ikhlas (hr. of Khawas), 234.
Mulhir, 180, captured 185.
Mulk-giri, 374.
Mungi-Paitthan, raided 514.
Murad Bakhsh, letters to Shiva 87.
Murar Baji, dies 120.
Murari Jagdev, patron of Shahji, 17.
Mustafa Kh. arrests Shahji, 55.

Namas Kh., attacked at Mira 86.
Nasir Muhammad (of Jinni), 280, 299.
Nasiri Kh., defeats Sh., 51.
Navy (of Shiva), reasons for its creation 245, his naval bases and docks 247, Gheria 247, Malvan 248, Sindudurg 249, sailor tribes 250, tactics 251, real weakness 251, classes of ships 252-254, growth of Sh.'s navy 259, mercantile marine 259, wars with Siddis 261-275, with Portugal. 263, with English 271.
Nayaks of Bednur 224 and n.
Neknam Kh. 180.
Nesari battle 196.
Nimbalkar (of Phaltan), 15, fined by Azfal 60, marriage 332.
Nischal Puri, Tantrik priest, 211-213.

Oxenden (Sir George) defends Surat 94, 100.
Oxinden (Henry) at Sh.’s coronation, 210.

Pallivana (Palavna) 84.
Panhala, first taken by Sh. 75, Sh. besieged in 76, Sh. fails to surprise 131, gains it 193, fortified 329.
Paramanand poet, 394.
Parenda sold to Mughals 83.
Parli gained 193, Ramdas at 369.
Patta = Vishramgarh 328.
Pedgaon = Bahadurgarh 54, described 191, looted 215.
Pen. raided 86.
Pitambar Shenvi, 354.
Portuguese, 236. (Phonda) 242, naval fight 263, Shambhuji attacks 311, relations with Sh. 350-355, treaties with Sh. 353, historical records of 395.
Prabhavali (Shringapur) 84.
Pratapgarh fort built, 44.
Puna jagir of Shahji 21-24, described 109, ravaged condition 23, massacre by Dilir 184.
Purandar fort, gained by Sh. 40, described 112, siege 113, treaty of 123, recovered by Sh. 166.

Qasim Kh. Miana, 312.
— Siddi 263, recovers Danda 264.
Qutb Shah, see Abul Hasan.

Ragho Ballal Atré, sent to Jai S., 122.
Raghunath Ballal Kordé, sabnis 54, murders Morés 42, sent to Murad 37, to Aur. 53, at Agra 151n, ag. Siddi 54, 257.
Raghunath Narayan Hanumanté (Tanjore), 282, 303-308.
Raigarh gained 43, coronation procession 210.
Raigarh built, 54.
Rajpur, see Danda.
Ramdas Swami, 317 at Parli 369.
Ramnagar (Koli), 186, 200, Raja expelled 219.
Ramnath Kh. fights Sh. 328.
Religious teachers 8, Sh.’s toleration of all 368.
Revenue system of Dadaji 24, of Shiva 366-367.
Revington (Henry) ag. Sh. 222, 333-336.
Rudra-mal = Vajragarh, 114.
Rustam-i-Zaman I., 21 and 87, defeated by Sh. 221-223, dismissed 225, rebels 237, (Rajapur) 333.
— II., ag. Sh. 240.

Sabhasad Bakhar, proved incorrect 132, 392.
Saints of Maharashtra, 8-9, Muslim saints honoured 368.
Salabat Kh. Deccani, 83.
— Siddi, see Jauhar.
Salhir, taken 180, Mughals besiege 184.

Sambal (Siddi) created admiral 262, ag. Sh. 267, quarrels 268, joins Sh. 269.
Sangameswar, taken 85, Shambhuji at 316.
Sanqgaon looted 197.
Satara, captured 193, Sh. talks from top 369.
Savant-vadi, see Kudal.
Savitri Bai (Belvadi), fights 309.
Sayyid Banda 67.
Shah Alam, see Muazzam.
Shahji Bhonsle, how betrothed to Jija Bai 15, forsakes her 19-20, early career 16, marries Tuka Bai 19, territory (in 1684) 92, arrested 35, released 38, disavows Sh. 58, dies 101.
Shaista Kh., appointed to Deccan 75, occupies Puna 80 and Chakan 81, night attack on 89, retort to Jaswant 91, defeats Marathas 225.

Shakāvalis, discussed, 158, 393.

Shambhuji Bhonsle (eldest br. of Shiva), 18, 22, 38.

Shambhuji (eldest son of Shivaji), born 58, visits Jai S. 126, at Agra 144, escape from Agra 150-153, visits Muazzam at Aurangabad 162, at Sh.'s coronation 208, attacks Portugal 311, deserted by Kesav Bhatt 316, deserts to Dilir Kh. 317, captures Bhupalgarh 319, returns 327, character 315, 317 and 330.

Shambhuji Kavji, murders Hanumant Moré 43, 68, 83.

— Mohite, seized 45.

Shambu Mahadev hill, tank 16.

Shantaji Bhonsle, viceroy of Karnataka 303, fights Vyankoji 504.

Sharz Kh., Sayyid Ilyas, 226, 314.

Sher Kh. (of Karwar) 282-293.

— Lodi, 295, contest with Sh. 296, his end 297.

Shivaji, birth 18, obscenity of early history 18 and 20, boyhood training 20, gets Puna jagir 22, is married 22, his education 25, his Mavle comrades 28, how he won the people's love 28-30, choice of career 31, cannot be called a rebel 33, early capture of forts 33-35, letters to Murad Bakhsh 37, defends Kondana 38. captures Purandar 39, murder of Mores 42, conquers Javli 42, extent of territory 45 and 56, kills Afzal Kh. 61-74.

— correspondence with Aur. 49, first war with Mughals 49-54, invades N. Konkan 55, early ministers and troops 57, besieged in Panhala 76-78, first invasion of S. Konkan 82-87, night attack on Shaista Kh. 88-91, first sack of Surat, 93-100.

— fights Jai S. at Purandar, 111-123, makes treaty of Purandar, 123-126, invades Bijapur with Jai S. 127-131, fails to take Panhala 131, induced to visit Aur. 134-135, audience with Aur. 139-147, imprisoned in Agra 147, how escaped 149 & 157, makes peace with Mughals 162, renews war 164-167, second sack of Surat 171, Dindori battle 176, raids Khan-desh and Berar 178, takes Salhir 180, advice to Chhatra Sal Bundela 180, threatening letter to Surat 187, Kanara campaigns 194-197.


— struggle with Siddis 257-275, his navy 251-254, seizes Khanderi 270.

— Karnataka expedition planned 282, visits Qutb Shah 286, at Shri Shaila 291, gains Jinji 293, defeats Sher Kh. 296, meets Vyankoji 299, his camp described 300, letters to Madras 301 & 306, conquests in Mysore 302, return home 309, siege of Belvadi 309, conquers Tungabhadra region 312, befriends Bijapur 315 & 324, protest to Aur. ag. jaziya 320, plans for sons 316.

— aids Bijapur 324, sacks Jalna 327, sermon to Shambhuji 330, death 331, wives and children 332, portraits ii.


Shivappa Nayak (Bedmnr), 224, 226. Shivner, 18, 192, 216, 314. Shringarpur gained 85. Shri Shaila 291. Shyamraj Nilkanth 34. Siddis, see Fath Kh., Sambhal, Misri, Qasim, Jauhar &c.

— of Janjira, 55, 107, 135, 255-257, revolution 262, wars with Sh. 257-270.


Sunda, see Kanara.

Supa (in Puna), 45.

— (in Sunda) 243.
Surat, described 92, first loot 93-102, second loot 171-174, threatened by Maras. 187.

Tanaji Malusaré, 28, 85, dies 165.
Tanjorc, 277-280.
Tantrik coronation 212-214.
Telingana raid 189.
Tikota, looted by Dilir 326.
Tirumala-vadi, Sh. at 298.
Tiru-vadi, Sh. at 296.
Torna gained 54.
Tuka Bai Mohite, mar. 19.

Udai Bhan, dies 165.
Udi Raj munshi, 122.
Umbar-khind battle 83.
Umraní battle 194.
Underi island, Siddis occupy 274.

Vajragarh = Rudral, 112-114.
Vellore siege 293, fall 302.
Verul = Ellora, 15.
Vikram Shah, 186, 188.
Vingurla, 199, 221, plunder 230, 254.
Vitoji Bhonslé, 15, sons 16n.
Vridhachalam, Sh. at 301.
Vyankoji Bhonslé, conquers Tanjore 279-282, meets Sh. 298-300, renews war 303, praised 307.
Vyankoji Datto, 258.

Walianga-puram, 280, 296.
Waqnis bakhar, 391.

Yaquot Kh. general title of Siddi chiefs 262.
Yesaji Kank, 28, 57, 287, 291.
Yusuf Kh. ag. Sh. 52.